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RENEWED ROOMS AND SUITES
Immerse yourself in the new chapter of The Ritz-Carlton, Moscow

Moscow – March 2021 – A new era in the history of The Ritz-Carlton, Moscow begins now. We've
introduced a design concept that aims to harmonize and accentuate the hotel’s existing
classical proportions, striving to enhance the guest's overall experience and exceed
expectations.

The country’s unique natural resources, precious materials, and outstanding craftsmanship are
reflected throughout the hotel’s renewed interiors, with a design direction that has been led by
the natural and cultural richness that Russia has to offer. Light and sophisticated materials and
colors give rooms and suites a timeless but modern finish, while molded ceiling and wall details
are complemented by elegant accent furniture.
Inspired by a design concept that draws upon the Russian avant-garde, the Cube.Moscow art
space has curated a selection of works by contemporary Russian artists, with predominant
figures such as Elena Popova, Vladimir Semensky, and Lyudmila Konstantinova. In a complex but
exciting selection process, Cube.Moscow considered over 1000 works from more than 40 artists.
The Russian artists' works enliven and complement the hotel interiors by adding another
dimension to the gorgeous decor of the rooms and suites they grace. From now on, guests can
proudly gaze on the true pearls of the Russian contemporary art scene in the very heart of
Moscow.
Renewed Rooms
The refined elegance of the new rooms at The Ritz-Carlton, Moscow is embodied by the details.
The room layout has been carefully reconsidered, now including a clearly defined entrance hall
area, where solid parquet floors are perfectly combined with wardrobes that create a dressing

room space. Two full-length mirrors with the ideal direct lighting visually enlarge the space, while
ivory walls enhance the overall comfortable ambience and ceiling moldings enrich and define
the design aesthetic.
The classically inspired bedroom features a bedframe with headboard, nightstands, and crystal
lamps that provide guests a luxurious ambience and experience. An azurite blue banquette
adds enhanced comfort and style to the foot of the bed. Side cushions of the same color are
decorated with pastel ribbon edging in accordance with the overall color palette of the room.
Opposite the bed is a beverage commode. A central feature of the room, it attracts attention
with a design inspired by Russian mosaic marquetry and avant-garde style. Antique brass doors
open to reveal a world of opulence, ready for celebrations with tea, coffee, and a variety of
beverages. A diamond cut mirror serves as a backdrop for glasses and serveware. The
countertop is clad in Sahara Noir black marble, and the side walls are finished with dark
European walnut marquetry.
The living area incorporates a custom-designed desk/dining table and comfortable elegant
chairs. Three layers of curtains and carpet in calm tones bring the various accent elements and
materials together, while a mirrored panel emphasizes and visually doubles the space.
Executive Suites
Executive Suites are elegant accommodations with a spacious light-colored living room that is
completely separate from the master bedroom. Furniture is upholstered with fabrics of the
highest quality, which, combined with noble varieties of cherry wood, accentuate the luxurious
furnishings.
Sophisticated materials and pastel colors were selected with a focus on the exceptional
craftsmanship and vast natural richness of Russia. This is reflected in the subtle detailing and
accents pieces that accompany the suites’s furniture and art objects. Carefully curated artworks
and accessories inspired by natural motifs include figurines made of porcelain and bronze. The
suites are a fusion of classic and contemporary elements, pure materials, and state-of-the-art
technology.
Cosmopolitan, chic, and contemporary – this is the essence of the Executive Suites, which
overlook the beautiful and peacefully quiet courtyard.
Carlton Suites
Corner Carlton Suites feature scenic city center views. The living room contains a large and
inviting sitting area. Decor accents are found in the side tables’ green malachite elements as
well as the large warm grey sofa and armchairs fitted with stylish and modern cushions. The
suite’s windows are accented by elegant layers of heavy patterned and satin curtains. The
specially designed carpet brings all parts of the living room together. A beautiful oval table with
a marquetry inlay and a crystal chandelier above welcome guests to gather together. On the
opposite side of the living room is a desk, an elegant piece of furniture combining wood, brass,
and leather detailing.
The bedroom is outfitted with custom furniture pieces and enhanced by architectural moldings
for emphasis. Natural linen sheers let in the room’s natural light while providing privacy. The
vanity space is maximized with mirrors, noble materials and finishes, and lighting that’s especially
suited for guests’ needs and comfort.

The Carlton Suites create an overall feeling that’s classic with a contemporary twist, where each
piece is a tribute to the new age of elegance.
Advanced technology for a comfortable stay
The renovated rooms and suites at The Ritz-Carlton, Moscow offer much more than just luxurious
interiors. Modern technical equipment includes touchpad remote control lighting;
complimentary Internet access; 55 and 65-inch Samsung flat-screen TVs that can connect to
personal devices including wireless Bang & Olufsen Bluetooth speakers; state-of-the-art Samsung
Frame art TVs, which replicate works of art when turned off; and Dyson intelligent hair dryers in
Carlton Suites.
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